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Security Patch Release

This Patch Release addresses critical vulnerabilities; please consider deploying it as soon as possi-
ble. Not deploying this Patch Release may result in remote service exploitation, security threats to
users and exposure of sensitive data.

Detailed vulnerability descriptions will be publicly disclosed no earlier than fifteen (15) working days
after public availability of this Patch Release. There is no indication that one ormore of these vulner-
abilities are already getting exploited or that information about them is publicly circulating.
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1 Shipped Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.6-rev37
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.6-rev24

Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.

2 Breaking Changes

Warning
This delivery is affected by changes which potentially require manual interactions at update time.
Please read this section carefully before updating and follow the guidance. We higly recomment to
prepare the update on a staging or test system in advance.

IMPORTANT - Please Note

- With the installation of the new patch, an update to the new Open-Xchange Guard v2.10.7 is also
essential. Please also update OX Guard to the latest version. Otherwise the current Open-Xchange
Guard v2.10.6 won’t work.

3 Vulnerabilities fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently
to shipping Patch Release #6210. Solutions for vulnerabilities have been provided for the existing
code-base via Patch Releases.

MWB-1981 CVE-2023-24603
CVSS: 4.3

MWB-1997 CVE-2023-24605
CVSS: 5.9

MWB-1978 CVE-2023-24599
CVSS: 7.1

MWB-1995 CVE-2023-24598
CVSS: 6.5

MWB-1998 CVE-2023-24600
CVSS: 4.3

OXUIB-2130 CVE-2023-24597
CVSS: 4.2

OXUIB-2034 CVE-2023-24601
CVSS: 4.6

MWB-1983 CVE-2023-24604
CVSS: 4.3

OXUIB-2033 CVE-2023-24602
CVSS: 4.6
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4 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #6210.

MWB-1985 Not able to delete user using option –no-reassign
Public task folders were not properly deleted in case no-reassign was set.
Now properly handle task folders in case no-reassign is set to solve this.

MWB-1971 Contacts in distribution list are deleted after adding new contact
The entry is not actually deleted but oneof the entry’smail address is overriddenby themail address
of the other. Because they are now basically the same the UI only shows one of those elements.
This has been solved by improving matching of distribution list members by including the mail field
for equality checks. Now only two entries are the same if their mail field is the same. This should
prevent unwanted updates.

MWB-1964 Problems uploading files in OX Drive share - not enough space
Guest users accounted to context filestore quota by default.
Solution: Let guest inherit sharing user’s filestore if applicable.

OXUIB-2135 Appointment disappears after removing recurrence rule of series
Updates were applied in wrong order.
This has been fixed by first deleting all appointments, then adding new created appointments (since
master appointment with same id gets re-created as well).

OXUIB-2126 Sorting by folder name in Drive not working in public files
Sorting by folder name was missing.
This has been solved by adding sorting on client side.

OXUIB-2121 Incorrect calendarweek displayedwhen selecting specific day inmini calendar
In some cases, the calendar would use a start date in the future when selecting in themini calendar.
This has been solved by making sure the calendar start date is on or before the chosen date, never
after it.

USM-46 Mail Business EAS Push does not work
Domain parameter of a Cookie is set to localhost when dropping the cookie.
This has been fixed by only setting ”domain” parameter when dropping a cookie if domain value is
considered as valid: Not ”localhost”. Not an IPv4 identifier. Not an IPv6 identifier.

OXUIB-2115 Selecting text frommail not working as expected
Selecting multiple rows of text always used the top point of the selection as anchor to jump to.
Now depending on the direction in which the selection is shrinking or expanding a different point
to scroll to is chosen.

5 Changes relevant for Operators

5.1 Changes of Packaging

Change #SCR-1179 Guard 2.10.7 mustn’t be installed alongside backend < 7.10.6-37
Due to the addition of SMIME themiddleware is introducing an incompatible change. Thus backend
>=7.10.6-37 is required for the installation of Guard-2.10.7
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6 Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environ-
ment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.

To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on
both, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration
testing. All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless
explicitly stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

7 Fixed Bugs

MWB-1985, MWB-1971, MWB-1964, OXUIB-2135, OXUIB-2126, OXUIB-2121, USM-46, OXUIB-2115,
MWB-1981, MWB-1997, MWB-1978, MWB-1995, MWB-1998, OXUIB-2130, OXUIB-2034, MWB-1983,
OXUIB-2033,
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